SPEX (Spectropolarimeter for Planetary EXploration) is an innovative, compact instrument for spectropolarimetry, and in particular for detecting and characterizing aerosols in planetary atmospheres. With its ∼1-liter volume it is capable of full linear spectropolarimetry, without moving parts. The degree and angle of linear polarization of the incoming light is encoded in a sinusoidal modulation of the intensity spectrum by an achromatic quarter-wave retarder, an athermal multiple-order retarder and a polarizing beam-splitter in the entrance pupil. A single intensity spectrum thus provides the spectral dependence of the degree and angle of linear polarization. Polarimetry has proven to be an excellent tool to study microphysical properties (size, shape, composition) of atmospheric particles. Such information is essential to better understand the weather and climate of a planet. The current design of SPEX is tailored to study Martian dust and ice clouds from an orbiting platform: a compact module with 9 entrance pupils to simultaneously measure intensity spectra from 400 to 800 nm, in different directions along the flight direction (including two limb viewing directions). This way, both the intensity and polarization scattering phase functions of dust and cloud particles within a ground pixel are sampled while flying over it. We describe the optical and mechanical design of SPEX, and present performance simulations and initial breadboard measurements. Several flight opportunities exist for SPEX throughout the solar system: in orbit around Mars, Jupiter and its moons, Saturn and Titan, and the Earth.
INTRODUCTION
A popular method to study planets is by measuring the flux of sunlight that they reflect. This reflected sunlight carries the spectral signatures of the constituents of the planetary atmosphere and surface (if there is any). Knowing these constituents is essential for understanding how planets work. As an example, atmospheric aerosol particles can strongly influence the radiative balance in an atmosphere, and hence the climate, weather and dynamical processes, because they scatter, absorb, and emit radiation themselves, and because they can act as condensation nuclei for cloud particles, which scatter, absorb, and emit radiation themselves, too. In addition, these particles can provide the surfaces for heterogeneous chemistry, and serve as sinks and sources of atmospheric trace gases.
Because planetary atmospheres and surfaces usually have complicated, often time-dependent compositions and structures, retrieving the physical properties of a planet from the observed fluxes involves taking into account many free parameters and unavoidable degeneracies. It has been known for a long time that the retrieval can be vastly improved by measuring not only the total flux of reflected sunlight but also its degree of polarization. In particular the degree of linear polarization of light that has been scattered in a planetary atmosphere and/or that has been reflected by the surface is more sensitive to the microphysical properties (size, shape, composition) of the scattering particles in the atmosphere and/or on the surface than the flux is. 5, 7 This was convincingly demonstrated by disk-integrated, Earth-based polarization observations of Venus 4 at a number of wavelengths and across a broad phase angle range, which allowed for a successul derivation of the size and composition of the Venus cloud particles as well as the altitude of the clouds.
Venus is an excellent target for Earth-based polarimetry, because as an inner planet, it can be observed at intermediate phase angles, where the degree of polarization of reflected sunlight is usually relatively large. At small phase angles, the degree of polarization of reflected sunlight is usually close to zero, which explains the limited enthusiasm for polarimetry of the outer planets with Earth-based telescopes. To make most of polarimetry of an outer planet, a polarimeter should be placed on a spacecraft that passes the planet in a fly-by or one that orbits the planet.
Because of the strengths of polarimetry for planetary remote-sensing, there have been several spacecraft that carried instruments with polarimetric capabilities. Examples are Pioneers 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2, Pioneer Venus, the Galileo mission, and both the Saturn orbiter and the Huygens probe of the Cassini mission. The polarimetry in these instruments was/is based on measurements of the flux of the scattered sunlight through polarisation filters in two or three positions. From combining these separate flux measurements, the total flux, the degree and direction of linear polarization are then derived. 5 The disadvantage of this type of polarimetric technique is that the separate flux measurements are not performed simultaneously, and usually through different optical systems (e.g. different polarization filters). As a result, the degree of polarization that is hence obtained can have systematic errors of several percent, which is too large to use polarimetry to its full potential. In addition, the polarimetry on previous and current planetary missions was and is limited to broadband measurements, while the degree of linear polarization shows at least as much spectral features as the flux. The SPEX instrument (Spectropolarimeter for Planetary EXploration) that we present in this paper, uses a novel polarimetric technique to simultaneously measure the flux, the degree and the direction of linear polarization of scattered and reflected sunlight from 400-800 nm, with the spectral resolution of the measured flux spectra of about 2 nm, and that of the polarization spectra somewhat larger.
In this paper we describe the conceptual, optical and mechanical design of the SPEX instrument. Also, we present performance simulations for SPEX onboard a Mars orbiter, to which our current prototyping efforts are tailored. A first breadboard instrument of SPEX has already been constructed, and we present some initial blue sky measurements and the interpretation thereof. Finally, we present the various opportunities for SPEX to measure atmospheric and surface properties of various major solar system bodies: Mars, Jupiter and its moons, Saturn and Titan, and the Earth.
INSTRUMENT CONCEPT
The Spectropolarimeter for Planetary EXploration (SPEX) is an innovative, compact instrument designed to detect and characterize atmospheric aerosols from orbit around a planet. As shown in figure 1 , SPEX has nine fields of view along the flight direction. This way, the instrument samples the intensity and polarization scattering phase function over a large range of scattering angles while flying over a ground pixel, yielding a more precise characterization of the atmospheric aerosols. Two limb viewers are used for the study of high clouds and vertical profile information on aerosols.
The linear polarimetry is achieved by encoding the polarization properties in the measured intensity spectra, as introduced by Snik et al. 9 Classically, the complete information on the linear polarization properties of light is obtained from at least three independent intensity (i.e. photon flux) measurements that are "filtered" for a particular polarization state. Because these flux measurements are independent, the polarization measurement that is obtained after subtraction of flux measurements is very susceptible to differential effects. For instance, different optical and detector properties between the measurement channels easily introduce spurious polarization signals at the per cent level. For an actively modulating polarimetric system, measurements are obtained at different times, which makes the polarimetry susceptible to any time-variable effect like the changing scene and seeing.
We introduced a new method for measuring linear polarization as a function of wavelength that is much less sensitive to differential effects. If the polarization information cannot be stored in the spatial or temporal dimension, and if the instrument is designed to measure the spectral dependency of the light as well (spectropolarimetry), then it is possible to store the polarization information in the spectral dimension. Such a method for full-Stokes measurements was invented by Oka & Kato.
8 Our method only applies to linear polarization and is therefore more efficient in term of pixel use and spectral resolution. It is therefore convenient to describe the polarization properties in terms of the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) and the angle of linear polarization (AoLP). A "spectral" modulation for linear polarization is obtained through encoding the full linear polarization properties into a sinusoidal variation of the intensity spectrum such that the amplitude of the sinusoid scales with DoLP and its phase scales with AoLP. A spectral modulator with such an output can be constructed from standard, passive optical components: a combination of an achromatic quarter-wave retarder, an athermal multiple-order retarder and a polarizer. The major advantage of this spectral modulation principle is that the measurable polarization properties are, in principle, contained in a single intensity spectrum recording, which eliminates sensitivity to any differential effect. Moreover, since DoLP and AoLP can be obtained through a curvefit of the sinusoidal spectral modulation, the susceptibility to noise is lower compared to spatial and temporal modulation. Of course the implementation of spectral polarization modulation comes at a cost: the spectral resolution of the instrument needs to be much larger than the required spectral resolution of the data-product to carry the additional polarization information in the spectrum.
With appropriate orientation of the polarization optics, 9 any spectrum s 0 (λ) is spectrally modulated as:
with the ± sign depending on the orientation of the polarizer. Using a polarizing beam-splitter, the modulations for the two beams are out of phase and the intensity spectrum is obtained trivially by adding the spectral measurements (after compensating for transmission differences).
It was shown 9, 10 that this spectral modulation furnishes linear spectropolarimetry with relatively large accuracy and sensitivity. Typical specifications of the SPEX instrument are listed in Table 1 . An excellent flight opportunity for SPEX is ESA's ExoMars mission. The current instrument prototyping activities are based on and tailored to this mission. The design specifications presented in the next Section are specific for the ExoMars orbiter at a flight altitude of 400 km.
DESIGN

OPTICAL DESIGN
The optical system described below can be divided into two main parts; the pre-slit optics (which includes the polarimeters), and the spectrometer optics. Nine fields of view, of which each individual field is split according to two orthogonal polarization states, should be imaged within the sides of the 12.5 x 12.5 mm detector.
Pre-slit Optics
The incoming beam, which has a diameter of 1.1 mm, will first pass the polarization optics to ensure zero instrumental polarization: a BK7G18 Fresnel rhomb for the achromatic quarter-wave retarder, an athermal combination of sapphire and MgF 2 for the thick retarder and a Wollaston prism for the polarizing beam-splitter, see Figure 2 .a. All optical components are non-moving. In the baseline design, only one single lenslet (F = 10 mm) focuses the two polarized beams on two separated slits (1.4×0.2 mm). The advantage of this solution is that only nine relatively large lenses can be used (although still being just 4 mm), relaxing the manufacturing tolerances as compared to a solution using 18 smaller lenslets (one for each field and polarization state). The dispersion within the Wollaston prism (out of αBBO) is largely compensated by the dispersion caused by the off-axis light path through the lenslets.
Spectrometer Optics
Light will enter the slit with a focal ratio of F/10, and will be rescaled by the camera lens into F/3.3 in order to have a good match with the detector and the specified spectral resolution. The current design has been optimized for an altitude of 300 km, with viewing angles of 0, ±14, ±28, ±42, ±56 degrees. The camera contains three radiation-resistant glass lenses of which two are identical aspheres (see Figure 2 .b). Manufacturing aspherical surfaces is more difficult than spherical surfaces, but modern manufacturing techniques nowadays can guarantee good quality. Testing is more straightforward as only one test setup is needed to test the twin aspherical components, reducing the costs of such a set-up.
For reasons of compactness we decided to use a (quartz) transmission grating, having a spacing of 750 lines per mm. Spectral overlap of orders is partially solved by the quantum efficiency of the intended detector, which is typically zero outside 400-1000 nm, which means that together with the low transmission of the radiation resistant F2G12 lens at shorter wavelengths, the 350-400 nm regions will not be registered. Further filtering of the unwanted wavelengths (750-1000nm) is done by using a blocking filter.
At least 80% of the energy of all fields and wavelengths should be focused within an area of 2×2 pixels, (50×50 μm) which has been achieved with this optical design.
MECHANICAL DESIGN
Several renderings of the mechanical design of the SPEX prototype are shown in Figure 3 .
The SPEX breadboard is designed for environmental testing of the instrument to allow for TRL6 qualification. As such the mechanical design incorporates many design features aimed at the operation of the instrument in harsh space environment survival of the launch vibrations. In addition the design is very stiff, yet light (0.9 kg) and compact (<1 liter). The main frame is made out of a solid block of Aluminum of 12×12×6 cm into a structure of ∼1.5 mm thickness. Due to the combination of smart design and modern production techniques like spark eroding and diamond turning, we have succeeded in producing a design that requires no active alignment of optical elements, other than the focusing of the spectrometer detector.
A number of numerical simulations have been performed to verify and support the mechanical design. This comprises Finite Element Model (FEM) thermal analysis, stiffness and strength calculations. In particular a large effort was made to reduce the stresses exerted on the elements of the polarization optics. In general changes of stress on optical elements will result in variation of the birefringence. As a result the polarization measurement would be affected in an unpredictable manner and after the calibration of the instrument. As a result, the optical elements are mounted very stiff to survive the launch vibrations, but yet with very low forces to minimize the induced stresses.
PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS
The performance of the SPEX instrument is analyzed with dedicated end-to-end simulator software, programmed in IDL. The simulator uses as inputs representative Stokes vector spectra for each ground pixel of each viewing aperture that is simulated. These input spectra are calculated with a polarized radiative transfer code that is based on an adding-doubling algorithm.
3, 11 The radiative transfer code uses a representative model of the planetary atmosphere under investigation, which is considered plane parallel and homogeneous in each of the horizontal planes it is composed of.
The effect of each (optical) component of SPEX on the intensity and polarization state of the Stokes vector spectrum is modeled using appropriate Mueller matrices for each component. These Mueller matrices contain spectrally dependent optical properties of the materials and include field-of-view variations of the incident Stokesspectrum. The thicknesses of the sapphire and MgF 2 are set to 1.20 and 2.88 mm respectively. The spectral dependence of the refractive index of these materials leads to a monotonic decrease of the retardance from 28.8 micron at 400 nm to 23.4 μm at 800 nm. Due to this spectral variation of the retardance, the observed modulation period in the red is higher than in case of a constant retardance of 28.8 μm. The simulated signal measured by the focal plane array is obtained from the intensity component of the Stokes vector. Detector properties are modeled using global parameters based on manufacturer specification sheets. A spectrally dependent quantum efficiency, dark-current, and read-, shot-and ADC-noise, are included in the calculation, while pixel-to-pixel variations in gain and offset, the effects of pixel cross-talk and detector non-linearity, and the contributions of thermal radiation and stray-light are ignored for now. It was already shown 10 that the spectral modulation polarimetric principle is much less sensitive to differential pixel effects than the classical spatial modulation. See the left panel of Figure 4 for a typical example of output of the simulator.
The demodulation of the signal from the focal plane array into spectra of the degree of linear polarization (DoLP) and angle of linear polarization (AoLP) is performed using the technique outlined by Snik et al. 9 This technique involves the fitting of one or more periods of the local modulation by Equation 1 that describes the ideal behavior of the spectral modulation principle. It is assumed that in such a spectral window both the degree and angle of linear polarization, as well as the optical properties, are constant.
We have performed an analysis of the sensitivity with which the DoLP can be retrieved from the measured focal plane array signal. We have used an artificial input spectrum with both intensity as well as DoLP and AoLP independent of wavelength. The intensity is chosen such as to represent the minimum expected intensity incident on the apertures of SPEX when in orbit around Mars. The DoLP of the incident light is set to 20%. Figure  5 shows a histogram of the retrieved DoLP based on 1000 simulations with different (random) noise settings. The white lines indicate an absolute (random) error of 0.005, which is the current baseline for the sensitivity requirement for SPEX. We observe that with the present demodulation algorithm, the DoLP of the observed light can be retrieved to within the sensitivity requirements for almost the full spectral range. This simulation shows that the accuracy of the polarization demodulation process is to a large extent limited by photon noise and read noise, especially near 0.4 μm. On average, this simulation with minimal flux levels and a DoLP of 20% yields polarimetric noise levels of 0.005 for a measurement. We note that with nominal flux levels, SPEX performs considerably better than the baseline requirements, with noise levels of 0.002 over the full spectral range.
We have performed a full simulation for the case of SPEX in a 400 km circular orbit around Mars. For this simulation, realistic spectra of sunlight reflected by Mars were computed with the radiative transport model mentioned above. Empirical single scattering matrices of Martian analog particles 6 were used to describe the optical properties of the dust particles. Other simulation settings include an average Martian albedo, and a solar zenith angle of 40
• . Data for all viewing geometries is obtained, from which the spectra corresponding to SPEX' viewing angles of −63
• , −47
• are extracted.
The simulated (raw) output of the focal plane array is shown in Figure 4 . Image brightness corresponds to the simulated intensity of the signal. For reference, the spectral range corresponding to the horizontal direction of the focal plane array is indicated. The simulated image shows several aspects of a typical SPEX measurement.
-The spectra from the nine separate viewing apertures can be clearly distinghuised -Spectra from each viewing aperture consists of two groups corresponding to the two output beams from the polarizing beam-splitter, the bottom one is s−polarized, the top one is p−polarized.
-Spectra from different viewing apertures show a different intensity and modulation amplitude, corresponding to the different scattering and reflection geometry for each viewing angle -Transmission (including quantum efficiency of the focal plane array) is very low below 400 nm -The image exhibits some distortion due to non-perfect imaging, causing widening of individual spectra in the swath direction with increasing pixel number, and bending of lines of constant wavelength.
We note that the sharp drop in signal above 840 nm is due the cut-off of the spectral range of the input spectra simulation.
From Fig. 4 we have extracted the spectra corresponding to a single ground pixel seen by the viewing aperture with viewing angle −21
• for further analysis. The s− and p−polarized spectra are shown in Fig. 4 .a on the right. Around 500 nm and 800 nm, it can be clearly seen that the modulations for the two spectra are 180
• out of phase. The modulation amplitude is rather low, indicating a low degree of polarization. Sharp features present in both spectra are the strong (Fraunhofer) lines of the solar spectrum. In the normalized s−polarized spectra presented in Fig. 4 .b, these features are absent and also the modulation is more pronounced. Normalization is performed by dividing the s-polarized spectra by the total intensity spectrum, which is equal to the sum of both the s− and p−polarized spectrum. For this particular viewing geometry, the DoLP has a minimum around 650 nm, which is related to a change in direction of polarization around that wavelength. The normalized spectrum of Fig. 4 .b is used as input for the demodulation algorithm. Both the input and demodulated DoLP are shown in Fig. 4 .c. The demodulated DoLP is in very good agreement with the input DoLP, indicating the high accuracy that can be achieved using the spectral modulation principle. The somewhat larger error at 430 nm is related to the relative low signal-to-noise ratio below 450 nm, due to the very low intensity received by the focal plane array. This error is thus of statistical nature, according to the sensitivity analysis of Fig. 5 .
BREADBOARD RESULTS
Based on the current design, we currently develop a prototype model of SPEX that characterizes aerosol particles in the Earth's atmosphere from ground-based blue sky measurements. With such measurements, we aim not only at detecting and characterizing natural aerosol particles, but also anthropogenic aerosol particles such as fine dust particulates. A first SPEX breadboard was built out of materials used for the tests of the spectral modulation principle. 9 The spectral modulator consists of a fused silica K-prism, an (athermal) combination of 1.10 mm Al 2 O 3 and 2.55 mm MgF 2 and a rotatable Glan-Taylor prism. An objective lens projects a circular patch of the sky with an angular diameter of ∼ 0.7
• on a multimode fiber that enters a spectrograph covering the extended visible range with a resolution of 0.6 nm. The polarizer has to be rotated by 90
• to obtain the two orthogonal polarization measurements that yield the intensity spectrum after adding. This SPEX prototype was mounted on a platform that allowed for pointing from horizon to horizon in one direction. The polarimeter was calibrated using another rotatable Glan-Taylor polarizer.
Blue sky observations were performed on the roof of the Minnaert building at the Utrecht University campus with the SPEX prototype on September 9, 2008, which was cloudless for most of the day. The instrument was set up such that it could point in the east-west direction. The results for the DoLP (at one wavelength) as a function of east-west pointing angle and time during the day are plotted in figure 6. It is clear that considerable information on the scattering phases matrix is present in this data. Also, the plot appears relatively smooth, which confirms the stability of the instrument and the sky conditions. Figure 6 . Results from the blue sky measurements of the SPEX prototype on Sep. 9, 2008 for the DoLP at one wavelength. Scattering phase information is built up by scanning in the east-west direction (x-axis) and by spanning observations over a large part of the day (y-axis).
The same data-set is plotted as a function of wavelength in figure 7 for the pointing direction 50
• east, which overlooks a forest area. More stable conditions are therefore expected during the day compared to the west side, which overlooks a highway and the city of Utrecht. A first attempt at modeling these data is represented by the crosses. We used the DAP code ? with an atmospheric stratification 11 and a deciduous surface albedo from the literature.
2, 12 The aerosol scattering parameters 11, 13 describe urban/industrial/dust-like aerosols located at an altitude of 5 km. The fit parameters consist of the total optical thickness due to the aerosols and the number density ratio of large aerosols with an average diameter of 0.45 μm over small aerosols (∼0.06 μm). The output of the model is smeared with a 20 nm broad Gaussian, which simulations establish to be the effect of the measurements and the data reduction process.
In the upper panel the model results are overplotted for the case without any aerosols. The lower panel presents the results for a (preliminary) best fit with a total optical thickness of 0.21 and a number density ratio of 9 · 10 −4 . The improvement of the model is obvious, particularly in the range of 540-730 nm, where the model falls within the error margin. The deviation of the model on the blue side is probably due to incorrect modeling of small aerosols that depolarize light due to multiple (Rayleigh) scattering. The deviation on the red side is probably due to incorrect modeling of the albedo at the "red edge". Furthermore, the parameter space of the stratification and non-sphericity of the particles still needs to be explored. Nevertheless, the necessity of correctly including aerosol parameters in the model to explain the data is obvious.
We also plan to observe Venus at different phase angles with this SPEX breadboard.
OUTLOOK
A spectropolarimeter like SPEX will be a valuable addition to various planetary missions. Below, we will describe a few of such missions (some selected, others still in the selection process) and the specific science goals of SPEX on each of them.
EXOMARS
ESA's ExoMars mission consists of a spacecraft that will orbit Mars (to be launched in 2016, in cooperation with NASA) and a rover that will explore the Martian surface (to be launched in 2018). The main science goal for SPEX on Mars would be the characterisation of the dust particles in the atmosphere. Since the gaseous atmosphere of Mars is very thin, atmospheric dust has a strong influence on the atmosphere's radiative balance, especially when it is swept up in global dust storms that can last for weeks. In addition, dust particles play an important role in heterogeneous chemistry: its surfaces facilitate reactions and thus act as sources and/or sinks of trace gases like the biomarker methane, the spatial and temporal distribution of which is little understood.
In order to understand the radiative and chemical balances in the Martian atmosphere, which drive the climate, weather, and trace gas distributions, we have to know the distribution of the dust and the microphysical properties (size, shape, and composition) of the particles. SPEX can provide this knowledge. Besides characterizing the dust particles in the Martian atmosphere, SPEX also allows us to study the H 2 O or CO 2 ice crystals that form thin clouds high in the atmosphere. Knowing the properties of these crystals is essential for understanding the water cycle, and the dynamical processes high in the atmosphere. And, even though these ice clouds are thin, numerical simulations suggest that they might have been a crucial factor in the climate change that is thought to have transformed a relatively warm, wet early Mars into the cold, bone-dry place it is today.
Studying the atmospheric dust and the ice clouds can be done looking downwards from orbit (in which case we can also study the Martian surface), and/or looking upwards from the surface. The scientific payload for the ExoMars rover has been defined and selected before SPEX was conceived. SPEX has, however, been submitted as scientific payload instrument for the Exomars Trace Gas Orbiter (the payload selection is expected to be announced in July 2010).
EJSM
The Europa Jupiter System Mission (EJSM) is a joint NASA and ESA mission that will be launched in 2020 (note that EJSM is still competing with the IXO and LISA missions for selection). It consists of two spacecraft that will first both orbit Jupiter before one of them goes to orbit Jupiter's moon Europa (the Europa Jupiter Orbiter, EJO) and the other the moon Ganymede (the Ganymede Jupiter Orbiter, GJO), respectively. The Announcement of Opportunity for scientific instrumentation for the orbiters is expected in 2011.
In orbit around Jupiter, SPEX can characterize the composition and size of the cloud and haze particles, which would also help to explain the colors of features like the bands and ovals), their phase through their shape (liquid droplets versus solid crystals), and the structure of the atmosphere (cloud and haze altitudes and vertical extension). Such information is required for understanding the radiative and chemical balances, and hence the dynamical processes in the atmosphere, and temporal changes. In addition, better understanding the current status of Jupiter's atmosphere will help to better understand the formation and evolution of planets, which is especially interesting now comparisons with exoplanets start to become possible.
In orbit around the moons, SPEX can study the surface composition and roughness. The outer layer of Europa is thought to consist of water ice on top of a (liquid) water ocean. The roughness of the icy surface could reveal locations where subsurface water wells up from below; a key towards establishing the existence of the ocean and the thickness of the ice layer, and towards estimating the chances of life forms below the ice. The composition of the ice layer could reveal the presence of organic materials. Ganymede is also considered to be an icy moon, except that its outer layer seems to be more inhomogeneous with parts covered by regolith-type materials. The composition and roughness of Ganymede's surface would provide knowledge on the weathering processes that take place and on the evolution of the moon.
Furthermore, with SPEX on one or both orbiters, the particles comprising Jupiter's thin rings could be studied, hence giving insight into the origin and evolution of these rings and planetary rings in general. Another target to observe would be Io, the most volcanic body in the Solar System. The microphysical properties of the ash particles spewn out by this tiny moon give information on the composition of the moon and the processes driving the volcanism.
TSSM
The Titan Saturn System Mission (TSSM) is another cooperation between ESA and NASA (this mission has not been selected yet). It consists of a spacecraft to orbit Enceladus for a short while and then Titan, a hot-air balloon that will float for months through Titan's atmosphere, and a lander on Titan's surface.
On the orbiter, SPEX can characterize the upper haze layer of Titan, and it could be used to observe Saturn and its rings (see the science case for EJSM). On the lander, SPEX could look upwards, observe sunlight that has been diffusely transmitted through Titan's atmosphere, and characterize the local haze and possibly clouds (the latter would depend on the landing site). The most interesting place for SPEX would be on the balloon. From there, SPEX would observe sunlight that has been diffusely transmitted through Titan's atmosphere, to characterize the haze and cloud particles and their temporal and spatial variations. From below the balloon, SPEX could also observe the surface, which is important for understanding the observations of scattered sunlight (since that also includes sunlight that has been reflected off the surface, and back to the atmosphere), and for getting more information on the sources and sinks of Titan's methane cycle, which are thought to be found on and in the surface.
ISS
On Earth, the contribution of aerosol and cloud particles to the radiative balance and hence the climate has been recognized as an extremely important one, while detailed knowledge on the essential properties of these particles (size, shape, composition, distribution) is still lacking. Here, SPEX could play a key role. Furthermore, aerosol particles in the Earth's atmosphere like anthropogenic fine dust or volcanic ash clouds pose significant threats to people's health and, indeed, the economy. Early 2010, SPEX has been submitted in response to a Call for Ideas from ESA for Earth observation experiments from the International Space Station (ISS) (to be initiated in 2015-16), a first step in using SPEX in Earth observation applications. SPEX would not be the first polarimeter orbiting the Earth for aerosol and cloud research. Other polarimeters are the French (CNES) POLDER instrument and the Aerosol Polarimetry Sensor (APS) on NASA's Glory mission (to be launched later this year). Both POLDER and APS are, however, large, heavy instruments that measure only broadband polarization, with errors due to the use of polarization filters in a filter wheel (POLDER) which results in timing errors, and/or errors due to differences in properties of filters and/or other optical components that are used for separate flux measurements that are combined to derive the degree of polarization (POLDER and APS).
LUNAR LANDER
Finally, we have submitted a SPEX-like instrument (Lunar Observatory for Unresolved Polarimetry of Earth; LOUPE) in response to a Call for Ideas from ESA for instruments on a Lunar Lander (to be launched in the 2018-2020 timeframe). On the Moon, SPEX could observe the whole Earth during all seasons and through all phases, just as if it were an exoplanet. Such SPEX measurements would help tremendously the design of spectropolarimeters for exoplanetary research, and the development of retrieval algorithms. Polarimetry is considered to be a powerful tool in detecting and characterizing exoplanets, because the direct starlight is unpolarized, while the starlight that is reflected by a planet will be polarized, with the state of polarization depending on the physical properties of the planetary atmosphere and surface. Spectropolarimetric observations of Earth should serve as a benchmark for the interpretation of future spectropolarimetric observations of Earthlike exoplanets, which could indeed harbor life.
